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29.01.2015 

Strong Faith 

Egypt is a Muslim country. Yet do not forget the considerably large minority of Christians that live in 

Egypt, mostly Copts but among others also Catholic, Evangelical, Anglican and Greek-Orthodox 

Christians. During my stay in Cairo I met with many Egyptian Christians, some of them became my 

friends. They are so strong in their faith; we in the West have so much to learn from them. Very 

striking is the music video of Christians from Minya (in the South of Egypt where in August 2013 a lot 

of churches were attacked) in which they were standing on the remnants of their burned church, 

singing about forgiveness). I got tears in my eyes the first time I saw this music video. I notice their 

strong faith also in the answers they give to difficult questions and in their responses in difficult 

circumstances. “God is good”, I often hear. Moreover many Egyptian Christians use the words 

‘ كي ع نا/م ي عك رب  Rabina maak/maaki’ (God is with you) when saying goodbye. A very important‘ ’م

sentence which my house mate taught me in Arabic is نا موجود ي  ;Rabina mawkoed’ (God is here‘ ’رب

He is present). I certainly noticed this! 

 

17.03.2015 

The cross 

 

I remember it quite well. I was in a classroom of a kindergarten situated sixty kilometres from the 
Egyptian city Fayoum. These Egyptian children did not yet speak English so with the few words I knew 
in Egyptian Arabic and with a lot of gestures I tried to talk with one of the children. I told her that I 
was a Christian too. The girl looked at me; I saw the confusion in her eyes while she pointed at the 
inside of my white wrist: blank... I understood immediately what she meant without her asking me. 
“If you are a Christian then where is your cross?” A lot of Egyptian Christians, especially the Copts, 
have the custom to tattoo a small dark blue/black cross on the inside of their left wrist. A sign which 
distinguishes them from their many Islamic compatriots. It often happens that mothers have their 
children’s wrists tattooed with a little cross when they are still young. In the same way this girl too, 
about four or five years old, had already a little cross on her wrist. Why do they do this? You can also 
ask the question: “why not?” Anyway, this experience gave me a new perspective; things can be 
different than we are used to. When is something ‘normal’ or ‘strange’? In the eyes of this cute 
Egyptian girl I was the one who was ‘strange’. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyHEqb9t_Dg%20
http://arabvision.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/kruis-aan-binnenkant-pols.png


 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Read more in Will we follow the Star? 

 

https://www.musalaha.org/articles/will-we-follow-the-star/


 

 

 


